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Ericsson and MásMóvil sign 
strategic agreement for core 
network evolution and managed 
services 
 Includes core network evolution based on NFV, enterprise billing, managed and systems 

support services, and deployment, installation and maintenance of fiber to the home 

 Enhances MÁSMÓVIL’s ability to provide innovative and flexible service bundles and 
billing to enterprises, as it brings state-of-the-art technology to their network 

 Ericsson will also provide rollout, installation and maintenance services related to 
MásMóvil’s FTTH network 

Ericsson (NASDAQ: ERIC) has been selected by fourth-largest Spanish operator 
MÁSMÓVIL to provide a wide array of solutions and services, including core network 
evolution based on Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), enterprise billing, managed and 
systems support services, and deployment, installation and maintenance of fiber to the home 
(FTTH).  

Through this agreement, MÁSMÓVIL subscribers gain access to an improved consolidated 
network and new services such as Voice over LTE, Wi-Fi calling and fixed VoIP for 

residential and enterprise use. The unified management of the mobile network and the 
integration of technology by a single vendor will enable top quality standards for Spanish 
users. 

Meinrad Spenger, CEO of MÁSMÓVIL, says: "The strategic agreement with Ericsson is a 
clear demonstration of our investment character to continue improving and updating our fixed 
and mobile networks with the unique objective of offering our customers the best 
telecommunications products and services."  

José Antonio López, Head of Ericsson Spain, says: “In addition to introducing a range of new 
services for home customers, this agreement makes it possible for MÁSMÓVIL to provide 
innovative and flexible service bundles and billing to enterprises. The support services and 
managed services portions of the contract will ensure that services are delivered with the 
utmost quality, according to agreed key performance indicators.” 

The solutions in scope for core network evolution include Subscriber Data Management, 
Policy Control and Charging Rules Function, a complete virtual IP Multimedia Subsystem for 
mobile, fixed and enterprise communication services, Wi-Fi Mobility Gateway for Wi-Fi 
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calling, and Diameter Signaling Controller. MÁSMÓVIL’s enterprise billing capabilities will be 
enhanced with the provision of a new, unified B2B billing system. 

MÁSMÓVIL has extended its existing managed and systems support services contracts until 
the end of 2019, and has the option of extending their scope to include its fixed network. 

FTTH deployment, installation and maintenance services from Ericsson will increase 
MÁSMÓVIL’s ability to continue offering a convergent fixed-mobile competitive offering to the 
Spanish market.  

All of the solutions and services being provided are best-in-class and proven in deployments 
worldwide, enabling MÁSMÓVIL to benefit from Ericsson’s extensive experience and gain 
access to innovative new features as they are introduced to market. 
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Ericsson is a world leader in communications technology and services with headquarters in 
Stockholm, Sweden. Our organization consists of more than 111,000 experts who provide 
customers in 180 countries with innovative solutions and services. Together we are building 
a more connected future where anyone and any industry is empowered to reach their full 
potential. Net sales in 2016 were SEK 222.6 billion (USD 24.5 billion). The Ericsson stock is 
listed on Nasdaq Stockholm and on NASDAQ in New York. Read more 
on www.ericsson.com.  

 


